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l. Introduction and notation 
A matrix A= (an, k), whose elements are real or complex numbers, 
is called a Toeplitz-matrix or aT-matrix if it transforms every convergent 
sequence {zk} of real or complex numbers into a sequence 
such that 
00 
z~ = ! an,k Zk. 
k-1 
lim z~ = lim Zk 
'li---i-00 k--"'"00 
The well-known necessary and sufficient conditions for a matrix (an, k) 
to be a T-matrix are that 1) (see e.g. CoOKE, [I]. 64): 
(a) 
(b) 
(o) 
00 
! lan,kl <..~ M 
k-1 
lim an,k = 0 
n-+ co 
00 
! an,k-+ 1 
k-1 
for every positive integer n ;;;;. no, 
for every fixed k, 
as n-+=. 
CooKE and BARNETT, [2], (see also COOKE, [I], 201-2) proved the 
following theorem : 
Let {zn} be a bounded sequence with a finite number N of distinct limit 
points; a sufficient condition that { Zn} should be summable by a T -matrix 
A is that A should be efficient for M pa1·ticular sequences of 0' s and l 's 
I) References are given at the· end of this paper. 
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suitably constructed from the sequence {zn}, where M =N if {zn} is real, 
and .1W = 2N if {zn} ·is complex. 
By the CooKE-BARNETT condition I mean the condition of this theorem. 
In this paper I am concerned with the efficiency of T-matrices for 
bounded divergent sequences, and special attention is paid forT-matrices 
which do not satisfy the CooKE-BARNETT condition. Meanwhile, I extend 
the CooKE-BARNETT theorem. 
The notation used is as follows: 
®N will denote the set of all bounded sequences of real or complex 
numbers, each sequence of which has N and only .N distinct limit points. 
61 will denote the aggregate of the sets 62, ®s, ... , @) N. 
@) will denote the set of all bounded divergent sequences of real or 
complex numbers with any finite number of distinct limit points. 
@)- ®N will denote the set of all sequences of @) after removing all 
those of ®N. Similar notation will be used in other cases. 
®N(A), 61(A), ®(A) will denote the subsets of ®N, 61, 6, respectively, 
which are in the convergence field of the matrix A. 
In section 2, I construct a T-matrix which sums a given sequence of 
®N (where .N is a given integer>2) to a given number, and which is 
inefficient for all sequences of 61_ 1• I then extend the CooKE-BARNETT 
theorem by modifying its condition and showing that the modified 
condition is necessary when .N = 2, and not necessary when .N;;;. 3. 
In section 3, I study the efficiency ofT-matrices which do not satisfy 
the Cooke-Barnett condition. I take .N as a given integer> 2 in (i) and 
> 3 in (ii) and I construct the following T-matrices: 
(i) a T-matrix A such that 61_1(A) is empty, while if M is an integer 
whatsoever;;;..N, then to ®M belongs at least one sequence which is 
summable-A to a given number; 
(ii) a T-matrix A such that 61_1(A) is empty, ®N(A), ®N+r(A) are 
not empty, ®N+2(A), ®N+s(A), ... , 62N-2(A) are empty, and 62N-1(A), 
62N(A), 62N+r(A) are not empty. 
2. Summability of a sequence of ®N by a T-matrix inefficient for all 
sequences of 61-v and the extended CooKE-BARNETT theorem. 
[2.I] Given a fixed number a and a sequence {zk} of ®N, where .N is a 
given integer > 2, there exists aT-matrix which sums {zk} to a, but which is 
inefficient for all sequences of 61_1. 
Proof: Let L1, L2, ... , LN be the distinct limit points of {zk} and 
suppose that they are so arranged that 
(l) b = a-LN=/=0. 
Corresponding to each positive integer n there exist unique positive 
integers m and t, depending on n, such that 
(2) n=(m-l)(.N-l)+t 
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We can arrange all the elements of the sequence of the positive 
integers {k} in non-intersecting subsequences 
(3) {it(k)} , {i2(k) }, ... , {iN(k)} 
of increasing numbers such that 
( 4) Zi7 (k) ~ Lr as k ~ oo (r= 1, 2, ... , N). 
Consider the matrix A defined by 
(5) 
~ a(m-l)(N-l)+t,it(m) = bj(Lt -LN) 
, a(m-l)(N-l)+t,i.v(m) = 1-bj(Lt-LN) 
( a(m-l)(N-l)+t,k = 0 otherwise, 
where the values of m and t in the n-th row are defined by (2). 
Clearly A is a T-matrix. 
For each fixed t, where 1 .;;;.t,;;;;,N -1, we have, by (5), (4) and (1), 
00 b ( b ) Ia<m-l)(N-l)+t,kZk=-L L Zit(m)-1-- 1--L -L ZtN(m) 
k~l t- N t- N 
~ L bL Lt + (1 - L b L ) LN 
t- N t- N 
= a, as m _ _,. oo. 
It remains to show that 81_1(A) is empty. 
Let {uk} be a sequence of 6 which is summable-A to y; and let 
(6) (v;;;.I) 
be all the distinct limit points of {utN(m)}· We can arrange all the elements 
of {m} in non-intersecting subsequences {it(m)}, {j2(m)}, ... , {j,(m)} of 
increasing positive integers such that 
(7) 
Write 
(8) 
as m ~ oo (p= 1, 2, ... , v). 
00 
u(m, t) = I a<m-l)(N-l)+t,k uk. 
k~l 
By (5), for each fixed integer t such that 1 ,;;;;,t,;;;;,N -1, and for 
p=1, 2, ... , v, 
(9) u(jp(m),t) = Lt-~LN {uit(}p(m))-UtN(Jp(m))}+uiN(Jp(m))· 
By hypothesis, u(m, t), and hence u(jp(m), t), tend to y as m ~ oo. 
It follows then from (7) and (9) that, for each fixed t such that 1 .;;;.t,;;;;,N -1, 
(11) 
li 't VII) J Uit(}p(m)) ~ a m1 , say P , as m ~ oo, ( _ 
that ( p--1,2, ... ,v 
__ b_ { Ult)- Vim}= y- Vim= Kp say, ' Lt-LN P P P ' ; 
(10) 
and hence 
where Kp depends on p and not on t. 
(i) Suppose that v = 1 (i.e. that {uiN(m)} has one single limit point). 
Then K 1 # 0; otherwise, by ( ll), we would have 
so that {uk} would be convergent, contrary to the hypothesis. 
(ii) Suppose that v> l. Since the numbers in (6) are, by hypothesis, 
distinct, then K p # 0 for at least one value of p. 
Let Kp # 0 when p=,u. Since L1, L2, ... , LN are all distinct, (11) gives 
u::>, u:;>, ... , u:;v> are all distinct, so that {~tk} has at least N distinct limit 
points. 
This shows that any sequence of 6 which is summable-A cannot 
belong to 6_t,_ 1 and concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary. If M is any integer >N, there exists an integer Q not less 
than M such that 6Q(A) is not empty. 
Proof: Take distinct numbers B1, B2, ... , BM and a number y. 
Let {h(k)}, {j2(k)}, ... , {iM(lc)} be non-intersecting subsequences of the 
sequence of the positive integers {k}, containing together all its elements. 
Let {uk} be t.he sequence given by 
UtN(jp(k)) = Bp, Ui1(i11 (k)) = {(Lt-LN) y+(a-Lt) Bp}fb, 
(p=1,2, ... ,M; t=1,2, ... ,N-1; k=1,2,3, ... ). 
Then {uk} has not less than M distinct limit points. We easily verify 
that it is summable-A to y. 
[2.II] 1) Let {zk} be a sequence of 6N; a sufficient condition that {zk} should 
be summable by a T-mat1·ix A is that A be efficient for N -1 particular 
sequences of O's and 1's suitably constructed from {zk}· If N = 2, the condition 
is necessary ; if N > 2, the condition is not necessary. 
Proof: Let L1, L2, ... , LN be the distinct limit points of {zk}; let the 
non-intersecting subsequences (3) contain all the elements of {k}; and 
let (4) hold. Write 
{t·=1,2, ... ,N; k=1,2,3, ... ); 
then {Et1 (k)}, {Ets(k)}, ... , {EtN(k)} are subsequences of a sequence {Ek} such 
that Ek -+ 0 as k -+ oo. 
We have 
(12) 
( oo N oo 
~ z~ = L an,k Zk = L L an,t,.(k) {Lr+ etr(k)} k=l r=l k=l 
N oo oo I = r~ Lr k~l an, ir(kl + k~l an, k ek N-l oo oo oo 
= L (Lr-LN) L an,ir(k) +LN L an,k+ L an,k ek. 
r=l k=l k-1 k=l 
I) See introduction. 
2GD 
Consider the X -1 sequences {41l}, ... , {xLN-1l} given by 
xl;/k) = l. xrl = 0 otherwise (r = l. 2. . ... N- 1 : k =~ l. 2 : 3, ... ) . 
We have 
X 00 
( 13) .v;,irJ =•= L an, k xtl = L an, i 1 (k) (r=1,2, .... .:.V-1). 
k-1 1:-1 
If x~(rl _,_a limit as n---+ oo, (r= 1, 2, ... , N -1), then since A IS a 
T-matrix and Ek---+ 0 as k---+ oo, it follows from (12) and (13) that 
z~ ---+ a limit as n -> oo. 
This shows the sufficiency of the condition. 
If N = 2, then, by (12) and (13), 
ro oo oo 
< = (Ll-Lz) ,L an,k xj,ll +Lz ,L an,k+ ,L an,k Ek. 
k-1 k-1 k-1 
Thus {zk} is summable A if and only if {xL1l} is summable-A. 
This shows the necessity (as well as sufficiency) of the condition when 
N=2. 
That the condition is not necessary when N > 2 follows at once from 
[2.1]. 
Corollary: Let {zk} be a sequence of lba having its distinct limit points 
represented in the complex plane by non-collinear points. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that {zk} should be summable by a real T-matrix A is 
that A should be efficient for two particulm· sequences of 0' s and 1 's suitably 
constructed f1·om {zk}· 
Proof: Take the limit points and the subsequences of {zk} as in the 
theorem with N = 3. 
Since L1, Lz, La are non-collinear and the matrix A is real, it follows 
that (TOLBA, [3]) in order that {zk} should be summable-A, it is necessary 
and sufficient that 
00 00 00 
(14) ,L an, t1(k), ,L an, i2(k), ,L an, ta(k) 
k-1 k-1 k-1 
should tend separately to limits as n---+ oo. Since A is a T-matrix, this 
condition is equivalent to the condition that two of the sums in (14), 
say the first two, should tend separately to limits as n---+ oo. This is 
satisfied if, and only if, the sequences {x).,u}, {xlc2l} are summable-A, 
where xtlkl= 1, xj[l=O otherwise (r= 1, 2; k= 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
3. Efficiency for sequences of 6- e;_1 of T-matrices inefficient fm· 
all sequences of 61_1. 
[3.1] Given an integer N > 2 and a complex constant a, the1·e exists a 
T-matrix A which is inefficient for all sequences of 6~_ 1 • and which has the 
property that if .1lf is any integer > N. then rtf least onP sequence of 61H 
is s~tmmable-A to a. 
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Proof: Let the non-intersecting subsequences (3) of the sequence of 
the positive integers {k} contain together all its elements. Let {zk} be 
the sequence of ®N given by 
(15) Zt,(k) =Lr- a+hr (r= 1, 2, ... , N; k= l, 2, 3, ... ). 
where his a constant such that O<cklhl and lhl,...,l>o>O. 
Now construct the T-matrix A defined by (5), which, by [2.1], sums 
{zk} to a and sums no sequence of et-1. 
By (1) and (15) b= -hN, and Lt-LN=ht-hN. 
Hence the T-matrix to be constructed is defined by 
( 16) )
' a(m-l)(N-l)+t,it(m) = hNf(hN -ht) 
a(m-l)(N-l)+t,iN(m) =- htf(hN -ht) 
a(m-l)(N-l)+t,k = 0 otherwise, 
where the values of m and t in the n-th row are given by (2). 
Write 
(17) w(q, r) = a+M+r. 
Then 
w(i + 1, j) = w(i, j + 1); 
but 
w(i, N) oftw(i-s, r), (s= 1, 2, ... , i-1, r= 1, 2, ... , N). 
Hence, putting q= 1, 2, ... , M -N + 1 in succession, and r= l, 2, ... , N 
in each case, w(q, r) takes N(M -N + 1) values, but M and only M of 
these values are distinct. 
Corresponding to each positive integer m, there are unique positive 
integers p and q such that 
(18) m=(p-1)(M -N + l)+q (l ,;;;;,q,;;;;,M -N + 1), 
Consider the sequence {um} given by 
(19) Ui,(m) = w(q, r) (r= 1, 2, ... , N; m= 1, 2, 3, ... ), 
where m and q are related by (18). Clearly {um} belongs to 6M. 
Let u(m, t) be as given in (8). By (16), (19) and (17), we have, for each 
fixed t, (1 ,;;;;,t,;;;;,N -1), and for m= 1, 2, 3, ... 
u(m, t) = { hN · Uit(m)- ht · UtN(m)} /(hN- ht) 
= { hN(a+ ht+r)- ht(a+ hN+r) }/(hN- ht) 
=a. 
This shows that {uk}, belonging to 6M, is summable-A to a and 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 
[3.II] Given an integer N > 3, there exists a T-matrix which is inefficient 
for all sequences of 6t_ 1 and for all sequences of 6N+2, ®N+s, ... , 62N-2, 
but in the convergence field of which there is at least one seq1wnce of each of 
®N, ®N+l and ®zN-1· 
:Zil 
Proof: Let the non-intersecting subsequences (3) contain all the 
elements of the sequence of the positive integers {k}. Let {zk} be the 
sequence of ®N given by 
(20) Zi,(k) =Lr = N -r (r= l, 2, ... , N; k= 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
Take a number a such that 
(21) 
Now construct the T-matrix A defined by (5), which, by [2.1], sums 
{zk} to (] and sums no sequence of 6t-1· 
By (1) and (20), b=a, Lt-LN=N -t. The T-matrix A to be constructed 
is therefore defined by 
11 
(22) 
\ a(m-l)(N-l)+t,it(m) =~ N-t 
11 I a(m-l)(N-l)+t,iN(m) = l- N-t 
. a<m-l)(N-l)+t,k = 0 otherwise, 
where the values of m and t in the n-th row are given by (2). 
Let {uk} be a sequence of 6 which is summable-A to y. 
Let the subsequences and the limit points of {uk} be as given in the 
proof of [2.1 ]. 
By the argument in the proof of [2.1], 
(a) {uk} has the vN limit points Uill, ... , UiN>; ... ; U~1>, ••• , U~Nl, and 
every limit point of {uk} is one of these points (see (7) and (10)); 
(b) if 1 .;;;;J..;;;;v, then U!i>, U12>, ... , U~Nl are all equal to y or are all 
distinct, according as K;.=O or KJ."i'O; 
(c) if v= 1, then K1"i'O. 
Also, since the limit points (6) of {utN(k)}.are, by hypothesis, all distinct, 
then, 
(d) if Kp=O when p=p,, then Kp"i'O for all other values of p, 1.;;;;p.;;;;v. 
By (11) and (20), 
(23) U~>- U~N> = (N- t)Kpfa = (N- t)(y- U~Nl)fa 
(p=1,2, ... ,v; t=1,2, ... ,N-1). 
By (21), (N -t)/a"i' 1, t= 1, 2, ... , N -1. Hence by (23), 
(e) if K;."i'O, 1 .;;;;J..;;;;v, then Ut>"i'y, r= 1, 2, ... , N. 
(i) Suppose that v = 1. 
By (a), (b) and (c), {uk} belongs to 6N. 
(ii) Suppose that v=2 and K1=0. 
By (d), K 2"i'O. By (a), (b) and (e), since K1=0,K2"i'O,{uk} belongs 
to 6N+l· 
(iii) Suppose that v=2, K1"i'O and K2"i'O. 
By (c.t). (b), the limit points of {uk} consist of the numbers m (24) 
and (25): 
(24) 
(2;5) 
(all distinct). 
(all distinct). 
Hence {uk} belongs to 62N, unless some of the numbers in (24), say R 
of them, are equal toR of the numbers 1) in (25). In the latter case {uk} 
belongs to 6zx--R· No;v assume that 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
Ui•l =" U + (R -1·)g ~ 
U~l=V+(N-r)h ~ r=1,2, ... ,~V. 
By (23), (27) and (28), 
(29) y=U+ag=V+ah. 
By (26), (27) and (28), there are numbers p, p', q, q' such that 
(30) u +pg= v +qh l 
U +p'g= V +q'h \ (po/=-p', q,pq', O.;;;p, q, p', q' .;;;N -1), 
so that 
(31) (p- p')g= (q-q')h. 
By (29), if g = h, then U = V, i.e., UiNl = U~Nl, which contradicts the 
hypothesis that the limit points (6) of {uiN(m>} are all distinct. (If 
g=h, U = V, (27) and (28) show that the set of numbers in (24) is 
identical with the set of numbers in (25)). Hence go!= h. so that, by (31), 
p-p',Pq-q'. 
From (29), (30) and (31), we get 
(32) a= (pq' --p'q)/{(p-p')- (q-q')}. 
Since O.;;;p, q, p', q' .;;;N -1 and p-p' o/=-q-q', (32) gives 
!aj<N2, 
which contradicts (21 ). 
Hence (26) cannot be true, 
It follows that if v=2, K1'i'O, K2'i'O. then {uk} has more than 2N--2 
distinct limit points. 
(iv) Suppose that v > 2. 
By (d), Kpo/=-0 for at least two values of p. Renaming, if necessary, 
we have K1'i'O, K2-i'O. Arguing as in (iii) we deduce that {uk} in this 
caBe has more than 2N- 2 distinct limit points. 
1 ) V\'e ca.n find a case where R = l. See {u~2l} given below. 
Since all possible cases han~ been considered. we have now proved 
that any bounded divergent sequence which is summable-A cannot 
belong to one of :SA,2, :SN+3, ... , :S2s--2. 
\Ve now show that there is at least one sequence of each of 6N+L 
8zN-l which is summable-A. 
Let {h(k)}, {jz(k)} be non-intersecting subsequences of the sequence 
of the natural numbers {k} containing together all its elements. Consider 
the sequences {uL11 }, {u);'1} given by 
a(X -r--1) 121 
a --1 ' n;,u,lk!l =·" 1Y -r. 
(r 1, :2, ... , ~Y; k~, l. 2, 3, ... ). 
By (21). {uj}1} belongs to eN+l· 
Also 
From this and (21) it follows that {ui21 } belongs to SzN-l· 
We easily verify that each of these sequences is summable-A to u. 
Remark l. The object of introducing [3.11] is to show that if N is 
an integer > 3, then there exist a T-matrix A and integers 1'-/2 > .:.\\ > N 
such that St_1(A) is empty, SN(A) is not empty, 6N1(A) is empty, 
and 6N2(A) is not empty. Though this has been established, nevertheless 
we may remark that if M is any positive integer, then to each of 6MN and 
6MN+l belongs at least one sequence which is summable by the 1'-matrix 
of [3.11] to a. 
To prove this, let {h(k)}, {j2(k)}, ... , {jM(k)}, {jM+l(k)} be non-intersecting 
subsequences of {k} containing together all its elements. Consider the 
sequences {uj,ll} and {uk21 } given by 
where 
u~:li,lkll = f(p, r), 
= f(1, r), 
== a, 
(s= 1, 2; p= l, 2, ... , M), 
(s= 1, p=M + 1), 
(s=2, p=.i.l1 + 1), 
(r=·1, 2, ... , .1.V; k= 1, 2, 3 .... ), 
f(p, r)=a-;-2P(a-N -i-r). 
Let A., fl be positive integers such that }. > ,u, and let i, j be integers 
(not necessarily distinct) such that l<,i,j,;;,N. Then 
f(A., i)-f(p, j)=2A(a-N -ri)-2P.(a-N +j) 
:;b 0; 
otherwise we would have 
/al= fN -i+(j-i)/(2A- 11 -l)i<:2N -2, 
which contradicts ( 21). 
2i4 
Hence {u~ll} belongs to SMN and {u~2l} belongs to SMN+l· 
We easily verify that each of these sequences is summable-A to a. 
Remark II. In [3.1) and [3.11) we have seen that the matrix of 
the respective theorem is efficient for at least one sequence of SM, where 
M is a specified integer. We now add the following result. 
[3.111] If a T-matrix is efficient for one sequence of SN, where N is a 
given integer ;;;. 2, then A is also efficient for an infinite number of sequences 
of SN. 
Proof: Let {zAJ its limit points and subsequences be as given in 
[2.11 ]. Let c and d be any complex constants and c # 0. Consider the 
sequence {uk} given by 
Ut,(k) = cLr + d (r= 1, 2, ... , N; k= 1, 2, 3, ... ). 
Then 
oo N oo oo 
z an,k Uk = c z Lr z an,f,(k) +d z an,k· 
k=l r=l k=l k=1 
This and (12) show that if {zk} is summable-A, then so is {uk}· 
The result now follows, since c and d can be chosen in an infinite 
number of ways. 
Corollary. If a sequence of SN is summable-A andy is a given number, 
then there is an infinite number of sequences of SN which are summable-A 
to y. 
For if {zk} of the theorem is summable-A to a, then taking c and d 
such that d=y-ca, the sequence {uk} of the theorem is summable-A toy. 
I am grateful to Dr. R. G. CooKE and Dr. P. VERMES for reading 
the proof of [2.11] and a proof (unpublished) of [2.1) other than the 
one given here, and for making some useful suggestions. [2.I] with my 
first proof and [2. II] were given in my thesis for the Ph.D degree in 
the University of London. But I have just discovered [3. I], [3. II], [3. III] 
and the simple proof given in this paper for [2. I]. 
University of Cairo 
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